Semantically enriched multimedia information is crucial for equipping the kind of multimedia search potentials that professional searchers need. But the semantic interpretation of multimedia is obsolete without some mechanism for understanding semantic content that is not explicitly available. Manual annotation is the only source to overwhelming this, which is not only time consuming and costly but also lacks semantic enrichment in terms of concept diversity and concept enrichability. In this paper, we present semantically enhanced information extraction model that calculate the semantic intensity (SI) of each object in the image and then enhance the tagged concept with the assistance of lexical and conceptual knowledgebases .i.e. WordNet and ConceptNet. Noises, redundant and unusual words are then filtered out by means of various techniques like semantic similarity, stopwords and words unification. The experiment has been carried out on the LabelMe datasets. Results demonstrate the substantial improvement in terms of concept diversity, concept enrichment and retrieval performance.
Introduction
The betteruse of digital technologies for processing, distribution and production of multimedia within the past decade has raised the need to store valuable information within pictorial form. A major problem in dealing with large corpus of images databasesis the efficiency of retrieval. One of the main issues in succeeding such efficiency is the design of anappropriate indexing scheme. In order to be able to efficiently retrieve required information from large corpus of images two major approaches have been meanwhile established. They mainly differ in the way a query is articulated. Content-based Image Retrieval approaches try to find images semantically similar to a given query image example by equating them on a low-level basis. The requirement of an initial query image, however, incapacitates these approaches in any retrieval scheme, since the accessibility of such an image would most likely already solve the retrieval task. Moreover, comprehensive investigations on CBIR systems show that there is a gap between image visual features and high-level semantic concepts. Therefore, in Annotation-based Image Retrieval an image collection is searched based on a textual description of the depicted content. While this advent is best-suited in situations where the desired pictorial information can be effectively illustrated by means of keywords, it demands for interpretation of the depicted contents into a textual representation (annotation), which is either done manually or by automatic means. Each of them has their own pros and cons. In many situations, we want to find the images related to a specific concept, i.e. "Park" or we want to find the keywords that best describe the contents of an unseen image [15] . Sometime the annotator (manual or automatic) goes wrong to express the semantics accurately, whilst sometimes the user query words quite different to the ones used in the annotation describing the same semantics. That means, there is a gap exist between users query space and an image representation space. This leads to the lower precisions and recalls of queries. The user may get an overwhelming but large percent of irrelevant images in the result sets. In fact, this is a tough problem in multimedia retrieval systems.
In this paper, we propose novel techniques suitable for enhancing and refining the annotation of the images.Initially, the annotation of the images is analysed to prune the noisy keywords and SI is then calculated for each object, which is the dominancy factor of the object in the image. The objects having SI value below a certain threshold are discarded. The redundant objects are combined to one instance by adding their SI values. Enhancing and refinement for annotation with the help of lexical and conceptual knowledgebases are then applied to achieve concept diversity. The refining and validation processes are executed in two stages,semantic similarity is calculated among the original and generated keywords and discard the keywords with a value less than a certain threshold value. Semantic distance is then calculated among the generated keywords to additional purify the enhance annotations.The experiment has been carried out on the LabelMe datasets. Results demonstrate the substantial improvement in terms of concept diversity, concept enrichment and retrieval performance.
Related State of the Art
Almost all of the existing image annotation work can be classified into two categories. Firstly, classification approaches, where each keyword (concept) is considered as a unique class of the classifier, the SVM [2, 4, 6] , Gaussian Mixture Hierarchical Model [1, 4] , Bayes Point Machine [5] and so on are few examples of them. Secondly, taking advantage of the statistical models for image annotation i.e. Duygulu et al [7] strived to map keywords to individual image objects. Pan et al. [9] have proposed various methods to discover correlations between image features and keywords. Nikhil Garg et al. [8] used a co-occurrence model, and reduce the noisy keywords from the annotated images of flicker and coral datasets. Based on translation model, F. Kang et al [12] propose two modified translation models. Jeon et al [10] introduce cross-media relevance model (CMRM), Lavrenko et al [11] propose continuous relevance model for the image annotation. However, in all of this work annotation contains many noisy keywords and there is no attempt to extend this "limit" of automatic image annotation problem.
Research in text mining area manages to build considerable commonsense knowledgebases. Commonsense is recognized as the information and facts that are expected to be normally known by ordinary people. WordNet, Cyc and ConceptNet are considered to be the widest commonsense knowledgebases currently in use. In multimedia annotation domain, these knowledgebases have recently received more attention for solving annotation issues, by finding related concepts. Altadmir, Ahmed et al. [13] put forward a framework for video annotation enhancing and validation using WordNet and ConceptNet. They enhance the existing annotation by adjoining synonym set with each term and then validate each term using ConceptNet"capableOf", "usedFor" and "locationAt". Yohan, Khan et al. [14] bring up the innovative approach using semantic similarity measure among annotated keywords.
Proposed Model:
Let be the list of the label tag per image and is the corpus of images dataset representing list of the annotated images, where x j represent individual image. By combining both of the equations, the corpus become
In the following sections, the proposed model is described in details.
Annotation Purification
The LabelMe online annotation tool provideseasy to use environment for the user to annotate objects with the user define tag as a result problem like redundancy, irrelevant and unusual keywords are continuously generated during the annotations process. For example, for the street imagesthe words like building, people and trees are common to be redundant. The irrelevant words like "az0003", "ghkdf65we", "oi45nelfds"need to be discarded straight away, while the unusual words like "personsitting", "caroccluded", "personwalking" require unification process. Let represent the purified list of the labels tag with the image, then equation (1) become (2) 
Semantic Intensity Calculation
The online tool for LabelMe datasets to annotate objects with the user defines tag, object edges are represented in the form of polygon in the annotated dataset as shown in figure 1 . Area of the irregular polygon is .The SI for the given object can be calculated as , where , represents size of the image. Now the equation (2) becomes (3) The annotation purification processes are then exercised to remove the labels with SI value less than a specified threshold.
Annotation Enhancement
The annotations in the purified corpus are then enhanced for indexing and retrieval purposes. ConceptNet and WordNet are selected to be utilized in this work for several reasons, like both of them are used in wide domain for annotation and retrieval, having natural language form with semantic relational structure. The ConceptNet nodes mainly address everyday life and have the ability to connect objects and their events, while WordNet nodes mainly on formal taxonomies and support single words. "Synsets" support is available with WordNet while "Conceptset" support is built for the ConceptNet based on the different relationship exists.
We consider the Annotation Enhancement (aE) task, where the system extends the existing annotation for each image from in the purified corpus by using lexical and conceptual knowledge bases, which extends the equation ( 
Annotation Refinement and Validation
The expanded form of the lexical and conceptual knowledge bases comes up with too many keywords. Some of them are irrelevantthat decrease the precision of the query. For the betterprecision, we have to remove these noisy keywords. For refinement, we applied semantic similarity among the original and each of the generated keywords and discard the keywords that fails to achieve the threshold. Semantic distances among the generated keywords for each label are then calculated to further validate the enhanced annotation. After the annotation refinement and validation, the equation (4) becomes (5) 
Experimental Results
Experiments were performed on the LabelMe datasets on some of the category from the LabelMe 31.8 GB datasets that contains total of 181, 932 images with 56946 annotated images, 352475 annotated objects and total of 12126 classes. The results were evaluated using Enrichment Ration,Retrieval Degree, and Concept Diversity.
Enrichment Ratio
Tagging ratio, which is the average number of labels per image and enhancement ratio, which is the percentage of tagging ratio increase after enhancing and refinement annotation, formulas are explained in equation (6) Where, T is the tagging ration and C i is the number of Concepts tag with the image respectively. (7) Where E is the Enrichment Ratio for the T 1 and T 2 which is the tagging ration before and after concept enhancement respectively. As tagging ratio has risen from 6.19 tags per image in the dataset to 13.54 tags after annotation enhancement and refinement, whilst enrichment ratio has achieved a considerable degree about 219%. There is although 2.90 unusual tags per images were removed or corrected by unification module. Figure 2 depicts the ratio of initial tags to the resulted of enhancement and refinement tags. 
Retrieval Degree
Retrieval degree is the number of correct images retrieved with a simple object based query. In figure 3 , the retrieval degrees of a different object based queries are shown, that depicts object based query on original datasets, enhancement & refine. Using our proposed framework, the retrieval degree has been increased up to noticeable level. 
Concept Diversity
The Concept Diversity of annotations expresses the different topics or objects name exist in the dataset. It has been raised in a noticeable degree also from 12126 different tags to 14324. This diversity achieves 118% increase in the topic indexed. Figure 4 demonstrate this increasing of all differentiated tags.
These results exhibits that searching and retrieval for images over enhanced annotation outperforms searching and retrieval using the original labels. In adding to that, annotation enhanced by the proposed model surpasses both these enhanced by WordNet and ConceptNet combinely, in terms of concept diversity, labels enrichment ability, and most importantly retrieval performance.
Conclusion
In this paper, a novel image annotation enhancement and refinement model is presented, that take advantages of the lexical and conceptual knowledgebases. The noises in the annotated data of the LabelMe are removed and then SI for each of the object is calculated that help in further purification of the annotation by discarding the object names with low SI values. The redundancy is control to one instance per image by adding their SI values. Enhancements are applied by taking synset and conceptset from WordNet and ConceptNet. The refining and validation process are then exercise in two stages, firstly semantic similarity are applied between the original and generated keywords and discard the keywords with a value less than a certain threshold value. Semantic distance are calculated among the generated keywords to further purify the enhance annotations. The experiment has been carried out on the LabelMe datasets. Results demonstrate the substantial improvement in terms of concept diversity, concept enrichment and retrieval performance.
